
THE ORIGIN OF THE BEATLES ESSAY

Free Essay: The Origin of The Beatles The origin of the phenomenon that became the Beatles can be traced to when
Paul McCartney (b. 18 June 

His contribution in the Beatles in the s helped pop music ascend from its origins in the entertainment business
and morphed it into a highly respected creative commercial art form. Peppers Lonely Hearts Club band was
released on June 1st  Some of the lyrics have to be a twisted in order to make sense in the prank, but after an
explanation, the clues are perfectly coherent John Lennon, a trouble maker and intelligent young student at the
time, and a few friends formed the band. This makes me think this is why their parents were hesitant about
letting them go. Who would have guessed that four boys from England would shape the world, forever. John
Lennon, known English musician, who rose to worldwide fame through his life. Pete was as popular as Paul at
the time, but it was the right decision because he was not that good of a drummer. Fans ended up gradually
accepting Ringo into the band Eventually the club got so loud that they had to move due to complaints by the
neighbors Davies  Yet, sometimes it can be passionate. All four Beatles were born and grown up in working
class families in the same city of Liverpool. Later in theirâ€¦. Paul McCartney was born in Liverpool on 18
June  Whether people Other Popular Essays. With their wide range of beats, and spellbinding lyrics, the
Beatles became a worldwide phenomenon. Once they took the offer they migrated from Liverpool to the rough
and dark part of Hamburg where they were going to spend almost all of their time performing Bass guitar,
keyboards, lead guitar, drums, vocals. Abandoned by both his father and his mother John lived and was raised
by his aunt Mimi. What was unique about such a group was that they exceeded the boundaries of a normal boy
band. Each band member had his own preference of drugs. Not only were they great musicians, they wrote and
composed each of their songs. This is a debate that has being going on for the past 20 years. This haircut was
widely imitated worldwide between and  One of the biggest and influential bands to change the face of music
as we know it took the world by storm by introducing new sound, new fashion, and a new way of approaching
music. They played in an Indian club called Indra. The proof of that impact can be found in incidental
harmonious artists as well as the number of set still written about the tie. Pepper album. This essay will
deconstruct the musical elements of the song, 'Here Comes the Sun' by The Beatles by acknowledging the
historical events in America and England, societal changes and hippie culture, in recognising the cultural
influence the s had on the English Band. Their music was said to have driven that younger generation mad.
The band broke up in for many different reasons. They had a certain personality, too. The Beatles were an
English rock band that performed in a city called Liverpool. The Beatles affected lots of families. They were
both musical and lyrical masterminds whom interpreted their opinions through their music. These suits instead
of leather trousers, plaid shirts and slacks became extremely common for new bands to wear after " Wikipedia.
Critics and industry analysts have agreed that The Beatles and The Rolling Stones have both shaped and
continue to shape up and coming musicians today. They started working The Beatles - words words - 15 pages
Introduccion The Beatles han sido siempre la banda mas influyente del siglo XX pues su musica y su estilo se
ven reflejados en diversas agrupaciones contemporaneas. In the less than one year that they achieved
popularity in England to the time they came to America, The Beatles achieved a popularity and following that
is unprecedented in the history of show business in England Certainly they are the most popular group in rock
history, with global sales exceeding 1.


